Virtual portal for network management and apps
administration
OptiSoft is a comprehensive application suite by IEC Telecom, offering a wide range of communication services
optimised for the maritime sector, including email management, antivirus, data transfer, remote configuration
and administration of vessels.
The OptiSoft Dashboard is a cloud-based solution, which provides visibility of the OptiSoft applications. Equipped
with a user friendly interface, this portal can be accessed by any web-enabled device.

SOFT

provides full visibility over:

Cost-effective email service
for small vessels

Cutting-edge antivirus solution
for remote networks

Email service for vessels
with multiple users

Bi-directional file-transfer
service for sea-shore data
replication

KEY FEATURES:

Organise your fleet per ship or vessel group

OptiSoft allows remote configuration and
administration of vessels and fleets via a single
dashboard, making life easier for both crew and
shore-based IT teams

Manage
vessels or
custom
groups

Easy search
function for
all vessels

Monitor status
in real time
from any
device

Flexible set up: apply
configurations across all vessels,
sub-groups or individual vessels

Ability to
set up
rules, alerts
and reports

Create one-step silent installs for onboard
software deployment
Allows for rules, alerts and reports to be set up at
both a vessel and group level

View metrics
on data usage,
connections
and domains

Cloud based dashboard
which can be accessed from any
web-enabled device

Access and
configure
your apps
remotely

What’s New function:
access all current
changes and fixes as
well as a historical list

Ability to download
all products and manuals

IMO 2021 COMPLIANCE
OptiSoft offers a comprehensive portfolio of cyber security solutions which will help vessel owners to comply
with IMO 2021 regulations.
PROTECTION: Implement risk control measures and
contingency plans, benefit from a free phishing
penetration test, and get access to educational
materials for your staff and IT personnel.

RESPOND: Benefit from our advanced threat
protection system. Apply quarantine, archiving, and
continuity to suspicious emails; receive antivirus
updates in timely manner, and more.

DETECTION: Any deficiencies in software and
security systems could render a vessel
“unseaworthy”. IEC Telecom’s multi-layer cyber
security coverage offers threat protection, antivirus,
scanning, continuity and advanced reporting.

RECOVERY: Ensure business continuity by
implementing a comprehensive cyber security policy
onboard. We will help to choose the right set of
applications for the particular requirements of your
vessel and offer advice on how to meet the new
regulations in the most efficient manner.

iec-telecom.com

